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MICROBOLOMETER

AKATSUKI (PLANET-C) 
SPACECRAFT



> UNIFORM SATELLITE > RISING-2 Satellite



> Sensor NEC
> Modul Skala LAB

> Modul Microbolometer NEC > LENSA OPHIR 65148



CALIBRATION

 Sensitivity is most often 
measured by a parameter 
called Noise Equivalent 
Temperature Difference or 
NETD

NETD = dT/(S/N)

dT is the actual tempera-
ture difference between the warmer and 
colder blackbodies,



SAMPEL INFRARED IMAGES

raw target image raw shutter image 
for calibration

resultant image 
produced by 
subtracting the 
shutter image 
from the target 
image



FACILITY

> Clean Room>Thermal Chamber> Vacuum Chamber
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>Anechoic Chamber
(150Mhz-1Ghz)

>Vibration test
(up to 200Kg)

>Shock Test (up to 3000G)



WILDFIRE

 Wildfire susceptible happen in Indonesian because dry air 
characteristic that trees flammable and fire pervasiveness

 Railbelt Complex happen in June 21 2009 caused lighting flash and 
caused area 2574 km2 fired

 Every year wildfire result emission CO2 6-15 Giga Ton or the same with 
25-50% emission fuel



EARLY WARNING SYSTEM

 Research wildfire in Palangkaraya to set up early detection system 
terhadap about forest fire

 Data processing that result form satellite to determine forest fire 
location exactl and inform official as soon as possible



SATELLITE FOR DETECTION WILDFIRE

 Some satellite that result data infrared that used to detect forest fire

 There is problem in resolution spatial dengan time repetision 
monitoring

 Terra dan Aqua satellite have time repetision under 1 day but have 
resolution spatial 1km

 Landsat satellite 7 have resolution spatial 30 meter but have time 
repetision 16 day

 UNIFORM satellite have resolution spatial 200 meter and time 
repetision about  1 time a day



ALGORITMA DETECTION CONCEPT

 Result algoritma that detect hotspot as many as possible and 
minimalized (false alarm)

 False alarm in common result in area that have high temperature like 
area industry

 Algoritma based anomali spatial that different light intensity 
temperature surface

 Algoritma detect forest fire identical with algoritma detection edge in 
data processing



ALGORITMA

 Match simulasi result algoritma that use data climate with result 
algoritma in data satellite

 Implementation algoritma detection in early system detection and 
validate algoritma based result



SOME ALGORITMA

 Algoritma MOD14 is algoritma that used in common to detect forest fire 
hotspot

 More high sensitivity more many hot spot detected but reduce accurate 
in false alarm

Algoritma Hotspot True False

MOD14 34647 34599 48

Nakau 2008 40143 40089 54

Proposed 63117 63074 43



LIQUID CRYSTAL TUNABLE FILTER (LCTF)



LCTF





CONCLUSION

 Microbolometer that used in microsatellite to detect wildfire

 Early System detection wildfire have to build with sensor aspect and 
algotritma detection

 LCTF that used in microsatellite with mission hyperspectral remote 
sensing
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